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Abstract— Iterative learning control (ILC) enables high performance for exactly repeating tasks in motion systems. Many
motion systems also perform slightly varying tasks during normal operation. The achieved performance with ILC algorithms
can significantly deteriorate in such cases. The aim of this
paper is to develop a new framework based on frequencydomain ILC that achieves high performance for both repeating
and varying tasks. The proposed ILC framework achieves
high machine performance for motion systems, while relying
on straightforward loop-shaping based design methods for
both performance and robustness. Furthermore, basis functions
are used to cope with variations in tasks. An experimental
validation on a high-speed axis of an industrial wire-bonder is
presented to show that high performance is obtained for both
repeating and varying tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is a feedforward control
approach that can significantly enhance the performance
of motion systems that perform repetitive tasks. This improvement in servo performance is obtained by iteratively
refining the feedforward signal based on measured data from
previous tasks. ILC controllers are typically designed using
a frequency-domain or norm-optimal system representation
[1]. Examples of applications include wafer stages [2], piezoelectric motors [3], wide-format inkjet printers [4], microrobotic deposition manufacturing systems [5], and CNC
machine tools [6].
A drawback of ILC is that exactly repeating tasks are
required, which is an assumption that is frequently violated
in industrial systems [7], [8]. For example, even though the
majority of the axes in semiconductor bonding equipment is
subject to repeating trajectories, such systems also have several axes that perform slightly varying tasks. Such variations
in tasks typically occur due to small corrections required in
the pick and/or place location. For these axes, the achieved
performance with ILC significantly deteriorates if the trajectory is varied between consecutive tasks. Since machine
performance is often directly related to the worst performing
axis, the achieved performance when using ILC is typically
not sufficient for semiconductor bonding equipment.
A typical approach to introduce robustness against varying
tasks in ILC uses basis functions, see, e.g., [9], [10], [11].
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These basis functions are used to parametrize the feedforward signal as a function of the trajectory. In these references, the learning is done using norm-optimal ILC algorithms, which typically require advanced synthesis tools from
robust control [12], [13] or a complicated iterative refinement
of weighting matrices to address performance and robustness
requirements. In contrast, the advantage of frequency-domain
ILC with respect to norm-optimal ILC is that performance
and robustness requirements in frequency-domain ILC can
be specified by means of loop-shaping methods in the
frequency-domain [1]. This enables a straightforward tradeoff between performance and robustness, which is typically
favored in industrial practice. Introducing basis functions
in frequency-domain ILC can potentially facilitate industrial
applicability of ILC for motion systems that perform both
repeating and varying tasks, as is the case in semiconductor
bonding equipment.
Although important developments have been made to
enhance the performance of industrial systems with repeating tasks using frequency-domain ILC and significant steps
are reported to enhance robustness against varying tasks
using norm-optimal ILC, at present a framework to design
frequency-domain ILC for systems comprising both tasks
is lacking. The aim of this paper is to develop a new
framework for frequency-domain ILC with basis functions
that is applicable to both repeating and varying tasks. This
framework i) achieves high servo performance for repeating
and varying tasks, and ii) relies on a straightforward loopshaping based design for both performance and robustness.
An application to a wire-bonder is presented to show the
advantages of the proposed ILC approach for semiconductor
bonding equipment compared to preexisting approaches.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
notation that is used in this paper is introduced. In Section III, the problem formulation is outlined. In Section IV, a
frequency-domain ILC approach is proposed that uses basis
functions to enhance extrapolation capabilities. In Section V,
the developed approach is validated on an industrial wirebonder. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Notation
A discrete-time transfer function of a system M is denoted
as M (z), with z as the complex indeterminate. Let RH∞
denote the set of real-rational, proper and stable transfer
functions. The ith element
√ of a vector x is denoted as x[i]. For
a vector x, ||x||2 = xT x. The two-sided Z-transform of a
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task, as denoted by subscript j. In addition, ej and fj denote
the servo error and the feedforward signal in the j th task,
respectively. Using lifted system representations of transfer
functions, ej is given as

yj

ej = S0 rj − S0 P0 fj ,

Fig. 1: Closed loop system in the trial domain.
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.
signal {x(k)}∞
k=0 is denoted as X(z) =
k=−∞ x(k)z
For a matrix A, ρ(A) is used to represent the spectral radius
of A, while σ̄(A) represents the maximum singular value of
A. Finally, Z denotes integers, while R denotes real numbers.

where S0 is the lifted system representation of the sensitivity
transfer function, S0 (z) = (I + P0 (z)Cf b (z))−1 .
B. Frequency-Domain ILC
The error signal ej+1 in task j + 1 corresponding to the
closed loop system in Section III-A is given by

B. Finite-time framework
Given a discrete-time, linear time-invariant system M (z)
with m(t), t ∈ Z, the infinite-time impulse response parameters. The response y(t)
P∞ of the system M (z) to an input u(t)
is given as y(t) = τ =−∞ m(τ )u(t − τ ).
Let
Pt u(t) = 0 for t < 0 and t > N − 1 to obtain y(t) =
τ =1−N m(τ )u(t−τ ), with 0 ≤ t < N , and N the number
of samples. This finite-time convolution can be represented
in lifted notation [14]:
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with M ∈ R
the convolution matrix corresponding to
M (z), and u and y the input and output vectors.
A linearlyPparametrized transfer function is denoted as
n
M (z, θ) =
i=1 ψi (z)θi with basis functions ψi (z), i =
1, 2, ..., n, and parameters θ ∈ Rn . The finite time response
of M (z, θ) to the input u is denoted as y = M(θ)u, with
M(θ) the convolution matrix of M (z, θ). Equivalently,
y = ΨMu θ,
with ΨMu = [ψ1 u ψ2 u . . . ψn u] ∈ RN ×n , and where
ψi ∈ RN ×N are convolution matrices of ψi (z).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

(1)

ej+1 = S0 rj+1 − S0 P0 fj+1 .

(2)

The objective of ILC is to minimize ej+1 in an appropriate
norm. To this purpose, the measured error signal ej from task
j is used to construct fj+1 for task j+1. A recursive learning
algorithm is used to achieve this objective. The frequencydomain ILC algorithm yields
fj+1 = Q(fj + Lej ),

(3)

where the learning filter L and robustness filter Q are
discrete-time transfer functions. A condition for monotonic
convergence of fj is given by the following bound on the

L∞ norm (since L,Q can be non-causal) of Q 1 − LS0 P0 :
|Q(ejω )(1 − L(ejω )S0 (ejω )P0 (ejω ))| < 1

∀ ω ∈ [0, 2π].
(4)

See [15] for definitions of convergence and monotonic convergence in relation to ILC and a proof of the above result.
Frequency-domain ILC is the preferred option for axes
with exactly repeating trajectories. However, the lack of
extrapolation capabilities of frequency-domain ILC hampers
the performance for axes with slightly varying trajectories.
To show this deficiency of frequency-domain ILC, suppose
that i) the reference trajectory rj+1 in task j + 1 is varied
with respect to rj in task j and ii) fj in task j is such that
ej = 0. From (1) it follows that ej = 0 if fj = P0−1 rj .
Now, evaluate (1) in task j + 1 with fj+1 = fj . Substituting
fj+1 = fj = P0−1 rj and rearranging terms gives

In this section, the ILC design problem addressed in
this paper is defined in detail. First, the problem setup
is described in Section III-A. In Section III-B, frequencydomain ILC is introduced. Finally, in Section III-C, three
key requirements are identified for the proposed frequencydomain ILC framework with basis functions.

which indicates that the performance can significantly deteriorate due to slightly varying trajectories. Note that the
achieved performance can be significantly worse than by
using feedback only, for example if rj+1 = −rj .

A. Problem Setup

C. Frequency-domain ILC approach with basis functions

The considered closed-loop system is shown in Figure 1.
The true unknown system P0 is assumed to be discrete-time,
single-input single-output, and linear time-invariant. Furthermore, Cf b (z) denotes a discrete-time feedback controller
designed such that the closed-loop system is internally stable.
The system is repeatedly acted upon by a reference signal r
of length N . Each repetition of the reference rj is called a

In view of the limitations of frequency-domain ILC as
identified in Section III-B, this paper aims to develop a
new frequency-domain ILC approach with basis functions
that is applicable to both repeating and varying tasks. The
contribution of this paper is twofold:
1) Develop a frequency-domain ILC approach with basis
functions that achieves the following requirements:

ej+1 = S0 (rj+1 − rj ),
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a) Minimize ej+1 in task j + 1;
b) Design L and Q filters in frequency-domain using
loop-shaping methods;
c) Provide extrapolation capabilities with respect to
varying trajectories.
2) Experimentally validate the proposed approach on a
wire-bonder, and compare with preexisting methods.

ΨSPrj θj+1 = SPfj+1 ,

(6)

where SP is the lifted system representation of a model
SP (z) of the process sensitivity S0 P0 (z), SPfj+1 ∈ RN ×1 ,
and

IV. A FREQUENCY-DOMAIN ILC APPROACH
WITH BASIS FUNCTIONS
In this section, a frequency-domain ILC algorithm is developed which exploits basis functions to enhance robustness
with respect to varying trajectories.
A. Basis functions
Basis functions are introduced in ILC algorithms to manipulate the command and output signal such that the resulting
system has certain desired properties, see, e.g., [10], [16], and
[9]. As illustrated in [9], [10], [11], extrapolation capabilities
of ILC with respect to varying trajectories can be improved
if fj in task j is parameterized as a function of rj . Such a
parametrization is introduced in Definition 1.
Definition 1. The feedforward signal fjproj in task j is
parameterized as
fjproj = F(θj )rj ,
Pnθ
ψi θj [i], with ψi the convolution matrix
where F(θj ) = i=1
of polynomial functions ψi (z), i = 1, 2, ..., nθ .
Next, it is shown that fjproj in Def. 1 improves the extrapolation capabilities of ILC algorithms. Substituting fjproj for
fj in (1) and rearranging terms gives
eproj
= S0 (I − P0 F(θj ))rj ,
j
confirming that eproj
is invariant to changes in the trajectory if
j
F(θj ) = P0−1 . As a result, fjproj is optimal for any reference
rj . This is a key advantage of ILC with basis functions when
compared to standard ILC approaches in which fj is only
optimal for an exactly repeating trajectory. Note that in the
provided analysis it is assumed that the parametrization in
Definition 1 is capable of achieving F(θj ) = P0−1 . This
assumption can be relaxed if rj achieves a certain persistence
of excitation condition.
Next, an algorithm is proposed to determine fjproj for a
given set of basis functions ψi . The aim of the algorithm is
to approximate fj , as determined using a standard frequencydomain ILC algorithm, by estimating only nθ parameters.
B. Weighted projection-based solution
In this section, a projection-based algorithm is proposed
proj
to determine fj+1
. Recall from (2) that ej+1 in the (j + 1)th
task for standard ILC (SILC) is given by
ej+1 = S0 rj+1 − S0 P0 fj+1 ,

where fj+1 , consisting of N data points, is determined
according to (3). In the proposed projection-based ILC
proj
(PILC) approach, fj+1 is approximated by fj+1
as given
proj
in Definition 1 with nθ  N . The parameters θj+1 of fj+1
are determined by the linear least-squares solution to

(5)

ΨSPrj = [ψ1 SPrj ψ2 SPrj ... ψn SPrj ] ∈ RN ×nθ ,
with ψi the convolution matrices of ψi (z), i = 1, 2, ..., nθ .
To motivate (6), recall from Section III-B that the goal of
ILC is to minimize ej+1 in an appropriate norm. From (5)
proj
it follows that the parametrized feedforward fj+1
should be
proj
constructed such that S0 P0 fj+1 approximates S0 P0 fj+1 in
order to obtain similar performance as SILC. This is achieved
proj
by weighting both fj+1
and fj+1 with SP in (6). Note that
the achievable performance depends on the model quality of
SP. An analysis of the importance of the model quality of
SP for the achievable performance is beyond the scope of
the present paper, and will be published elsewhere.
By assuming that ΨTSPrj ΨSPrj is nonsingular, the solution to (6) is given by
−1

θ̂j+1 = ΨTSPrj ΨSPrj
ΨTSPrj SPfj+1 .
(7)
The assumption that ΨTSPrj ΨSPrj is nonsingular ensures
that θ̂j+1 can be uniquely computed. If this assumption
holds, rj is sufficiently exciting the system to estimate θ̂j+1 .
Since nθ is in general significantly smaller than N , this
assumption is non-restrictive for projection-based ILC.
Next, an algorithm is proposed for projection-based ILC
that is similar to (3) for SILC. From Section II-B it follows
prop
that fj+1
according to Definition 1 is equivalent to
proj
fj+1
= Ψrj+1 θ̂j+1 ,

(8)

with basis functions
Ψrj+1 = [ψ1 rj+1 ψ2 rj+1 . . . ψnθ rj+1 ] ∈ RN ×nθ .
Substituting (7) in (8) gives
−1

proj
fj+1
= Ψrj+1 ΨTSPrj ΨSPrj
ΨTSPrj SPfj+1 .
Finally, by using (3) the following recursive learning algorithm is obtained

−1
proj
fj+1
=Ψrj+1 ΨTSPrj ΨSPrj
ΨTSPrj
(9)
× SPQ(fjproj + Lej ),
where Q(z) and L(z) are replaced by their lifted system
representations Q and L, respectively.
The proposed procedure for projection-based ILC based
on (7) and (9) is presented in Procedure 1. Compared to
classical frequency-domain ILC (SILC), Steps B2–B4 are
included in the proposed procedure.
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Fig. 2: Left - Die-bonder, and Right - Close-up image of a die-bonder with 1 : wafer positioning unit, 2 : die transfer unit, and 3 :
work-holder unit.

Fig. 3: Left - Close-up image from top of a wire-bonder, Middle - Wire-bonder, and Right - Close-up image from side of the wire-bonder
with 1 : the XY table, 2 : the Z-axis, and 3 : the work-holder unit.

V. APPLICATION TO SEMICONDUCTOR
BONDING EQUIPMENT

Procedure 1. Projection-based ILC (PILC):
(A) Initialization Procedure:
A1. Determine a parametric model SP (z).
A2. Design L(z) and Q(z) as in frequency-domain
ILC.
A3. Select Ψr0 and θ0 , and set f0proj = Ψr0 θ0 .
A4. Let j = 0.
(B) Given the known feedforward signal fjproj , measured
error signal ej in the j th task, and reference trajectories
rj and rj+1 , perform the following steps to determine
proj
fj+1
:
B1. Construct fj+1 = Q(fjproj + Lej ).
B2. Verify that ΨTSPrj ΨSPrj is nonsingular.
B3. Solve θ̂j+1 = (ΨTSPrj ΨSPrj )−1 ΨTSPrj SPfj+1 .
proj
B4. Construct fj+1
= Ψrj+1 θ̂j+1 .

(C) Let j → j + 1 and go to step (B).
proj
It can be shown that fj+1
determined according to Algorithm 1 is monotonic convergent in the 2-norm if L(z) and
Q(z) are designed such that the frequency-domain condition
in (4) is valid. A proof of this result will be published
elsewhere.

In this section, the ILC design framework presented in
Section IV-B is applied to semiconductor bonding equipment, as depicted in Figure 2 and 3. First, die- and wirebonding equipment in semiconductor assembly processes is
introduced in Section V-A. Then, experimental results are
presented for a wire-bonder.
A. Semiconductor Bonding Equipment
Die-bonding: A die-bonder is used to pick-up a die from a
wafer and place the die onto a lead-frame, see Figure 2. From
the perspective of motion control, the die-bonder consists
of (1) the wafer positioning unit, (2) the die-transfer unit,
which transfers the die from the wafer onto the lead-frame,
(3) the work-holder unit, responsible for positioning of the
lead-frame with respect to the die, and (4) the flip unit, used
to flip a single die.
Wire-bonding: A wire-bonder is used to provide electrical
connections between the die and the lead-frame by using
copper or gold wires, see, e.g., [17] and Figure 3. The wirebonder consists of the following three units: (1) the XY
table, which performs the horizontal positioning of the wire
with respect to the lead-frame, (2) the Z-axis, responsible for
the vertical positioning of the wire and (3) the work-holder
unit, responsible for positioning of the lead-frame.
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Fig. 5: Reference trajectory rj for task j = 0, 1, ..., 9 (black), and
for task j = 10, 11, ..., 19 (dashed gray).

D. Step A3 - Feedforward parameterization and initial parameters

The various axes in bonding equipment can be differentiated into two key categories:
1) Units with repeating trajectories. This holds for, e.g.,
all units in the wire-bonder, and the die-transfer and
flip unit of a die-bonder,
2) Units with (slightly) varying trajectories. These variations typically occur due to corrections required during
pick or place position. This holds for, among others,
the work-holder unit, and the wafer-positioning unit of
a die-bonder.

1) Ψ: For the considered system, the selected basis
functions are position, velocity, acceleration, jerk and snap
of the reference trajectory. The position and velocity basis
functions compensate for the first flexible mode at 23 Hz,
while acceleration feedforward is used to compensate for
the rigid body dynamics. The jerk and snap terms are a
practical explanation for the low-frequency contributions of
residual (higher-order) modes of the system. All derivatives
of the reference signal are computed using the forward Euler
difference method. For this selection of basis functions and
parametric model SP (z), ΨTSPrj ΨSPrj is nonsingular.
2) θ0 : The initial parameters are set to zero.

B. Experimental setup

E. Step B1–B4 - Implementation and results

In the remaining of this section, the proposed ILC design
framework is validated on the Z-axis of the wire-bonder
depicted in Figure 3. As is indicated in Section V-A, this axis
is subject to exactly repeating trajectories. Frequency-domain
ILC is the preferred option in the proposed framework.
However, to illustrate projection-based ILC for axis with
slightly varying trajectories, changes in the trajectory are
used to illustrate enhanced extrapolation capabilities.
A schematic representation of the mechanics of the Zaxis of a wire-bonder is shown in Figure 4. The Z-axis of
a wire-bonder is used to position an ultrasonic transducer
carrying the wire, see, e.g., [18], and is actuated by means
of a voice coil motor. Position measurements are performed
by means of a linear encoder with a resolution of 5.5 nm.
The Z-axis is connected with hinges to the XY table. All
experiments are performed with a sampling frequency of 8
KHz. The feedback controller for the Z-axis is a discretetime PD controller in series with two notch filters at 1000
Hz and 2046 Hz, respectively.
C. Step A - Initialization Procedure
A parametric model SP (z) is estimated based on identified frequency response data, as in, e.g., [19]. The learning
filter L(z) is designed using the ZP ET C algorithm [20].

proj
In this section, the feedforward signal fj+1
as is determined according to Algorithm 1(B) is implemented on
the experimental setup in Figure 4. To this end, 20 tasks
are performed with reference trajectories that correspond
to common pick and place tasks for the Z-axis during
production. The trajectories rj used in task j = 0, 1, ..., 9,
and in task j = 10, 11, ..., 19 are shown in Figure 5. Note
that r10 in task j = 10 is changed by only 6.7% of the total
displacement with respect to r9 in task j = 9.
Experimental results are provided in Figure 6 and 7 for
both standard ILC (SILC) as projection-based ILC (PILC).
Figure 6 shows that starting from ||e0 ||2 = 0.8 mm in task
j = 0, the 2-norm of e9 in task j = 9 has converged to
3.7 µm for SILC and 7.4 µm for PILC. As expected, servo
performance with SILC is slightly better than with PILC
when the trajectory is kept constant in subsequent tasks. This
observation is confirmed by the time domain error signals
in task j = 9 as depicted in Figure 7. Similar results are
obtained for tasks j = 11, ..., 19.
The key experimental result motivating the proposed PILC
approach is shown in task j = 10, i.e., the task in which the
trajectory is changed. Figure 6 shows that ||e10 ||2 for SILC
is equal to 67 µm (from 3.7µm in task j = 9). This confirms
that for SILC the performance is severely deteriorated in task
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Fig. 7: A comparison between the measured error signal e9 in task j = 9 for trajectory r9 (left) and e10 in task j = 10 for r10
(right) confirms that the performance of the proposed PILC approach (blue) is approximately invariant to varying reference trajectories.
In contrast, the performance of SILC (black) significantly deteriorates when the trajectory is slightly varied at task j = 10.

j = 10, implying that the practical applicability of SILC is
limited to exactly repeating tasks. In contrast, the increase in
2-norm for PILC is restricted to 9.1 µm (from 7.7 µm in task
j = 9). This result confirms that the performance for PILC
is invariant with respect to this slightly varied trajectory. The
time domain error signals for SILC and PILC in task j = 10
as shown in Figure 7 validate these observations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING RESEARCH
In this paper, a framework is presented for frequencydomain ILC with basis functions. The proposed framework
i) achieves high servo performance for repeating and varying
tasks, and ii) relies on a straightforward loop-shaping based
design. An application to bonding equipment confirms the
advantages of the proposed framework in industrial practice.
The proposed approach can be straightforwardly applied
to other axes in die- and wire-bonders. Ongoing research
focuses on extensions to a rational basis [11], and input
shaping [21].
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